In this paper we study the intrinsic metrics for the circular domains in C". We calculate the Kobayashi (pseudo-) metric at its center for pseudoconvex complete circular domain D using the result of Sadullaev. From this we have that such D is hyperbolic iff D is bounded. If a convex complete circular domain is complete hyperbolic, then the Caratheodory and Kobayashi metrics coincide at the center. Using this and the results of Hua we explicitly compute the intrinsic metrics of the classical domains. Furthermore we define the extremal function and extremal disc for intrinsic metrics and compute them in some special cases.
Preliminaries.
Let M be a (countable, connected) complex manifold, and TM the holomorphic tangent bundle of M. Let Δ denote the unit disc in C with Poincare metric ds 2 = dtdt/{\ -11\ For them, we can define the holomorphic curvature as follows (cf. Suzuki [8] ). Let X{p\ ξ) denote either C M (p\ ξ) or K M (p; ξ) . We set
We define λ F (/) = X 2 (F(t); F\t% t G Δ r = {|/|< r}, for each F in H(p; ξ). Then the holomorphic curvature of X at (p\ ξ) is given by (p; I) . This mapping F is called an extremal disc for (p; ξ) (cf. [9] ). Let / and F be an extremal function and an extremal disc for (p\ £), respectively. Setting g = /© F, we have a function g E Hol(Δ, Δ) with g(0) = 0. Thus, by the classical Schwarz lemma,
for (p; ξ) is an isometric immersion with respect to ¥L-metric.
Proof. Since K M is distance decreasing with respect to F,
Taking an extremal function / for (/?; £), we have
is an analytic disc in M to which the restriction of the K-metric of M coincides with the Poincare metric. We shall exhibit in the next section the extremal functions and discs for the ball and polydisc. 
Then\\F(t)\\ < R(F(t))\t\for t G Δ. (2) Under the above conditions, the linear part of F maps Δ into D.
We take a holomorphic mapping 
Furthermore, if D is convex, then
Proof. When D is complete hyperbolic, D is taut and pseudoconvex (cf. Hence by Schwarz's lemma, h(t) = t on Δ. We obtain a unique extremal disc for (0; £), TO = (€ 1 ||€|Γ 1 ί,...,U€IΓ 1 0 On the other hand, the unit ball is symmetric. Thus ^(0; ξ) = Q>(0; £). Let/(z) be an extremal function for (0; ξ). Then /o ^/) = ^'^, / E Δ. If {"... ,£" ^ 0, f(z) = e'^Σi^ZylllH" For example, for j = 1, the extremal disc F(t) = (0; I) is given by -*"/, where g 7 (0 E Hol(Δ, Δ) and α y = ξj/ξ x (cf. Stanton [9] ).
The bounded symmetric domains.
We consider the intrinsic metrics of the bounded symmetric domains of classical type. Let M(m,n) denote the set of all (m, w)-matrices and write M(n,n) -M(n).
where £ n is the unit matrix and Z' is the transpose of Z and Z* = Z r . These are complete circular domains with center 0, and convex. Let R or Rj denote one of these domains. The group G of biholomorphic transformations of R acts on R transitively, thus we may consider C R (0; ξ) or K R (0; ξ) only. Let G o be the isotropy subgroup at 0.
MASAAKI SUZUKI
LEMMA D (Hua [2] ) (1) . For ξ E M(m, n), there is a g G G have Kjiz ^^KjiO d (2) We obtain the same result for K ιv (0; ξ) from the calculation using the fact {(zj + /z 2 , z χ -iz 2 ), z = (z λ9 ... 9 
z n )
G R ιy (n)} is the geodesic polydisc in R ιv (n) (cf. [4] ), and Lemma D(4).
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